
 

FILM CLUB: BURN AFTER READING  

Based on: http://www.ign.com/articles/2008/08/27/cast-of-characters-burn-after-reading 

An eclectic mix of characters, including idiot savants, ex-CIA analysts and gym 
employees, assemble to tell Burn's equal-parts complicated and goofy story. 

 

High-strung CIA employee Osborne Cox (played by John Malkovich) gets pink-slipped, 
and in between his wife's extra-marital activities and taking retirement far from easy, he 
decides to put together a memoir. Bad idea, as through a series of random events, his 
ideas get put on a disc and left behind at the Hardbodies gym. There, employees Brad 
Pitt and Frances McDormand try to ransom the files back to Cox. Oh, and George 
Clooney is there, caught in the middle and building something, well, not quite right, as 
Cox wants his unsecured sh*t back, and he won't get it unless he pays more than 
money for it. 

1. The humour in this film is conveyed not only through the plot, 
but also through its range of idiosyncratic characters. Could 
you describe the main characters? 

The Characters 

Chad Feldheimer 

 

It does not take much to imagine why Feldheimer is stuck in the permanent role of desk 
jockey/personal trainer at the local fitness club. The aerodynamic hair alone is 'nuff 
said. But it does send one scratching their heads at why he and his colleagues would 
engage in a scheme to sell back the CIA files found in their gym to their proper owner. 
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His unique brand of "special needs" charm, and penchant for constantly bike riding 
everywhere (with official and all-too-tight cyclist gear) leads to patented Coen 
moments. Oh, and Brad Pitt playing funny never gets old. 

Osborne Cox 

 

Cox may be one of the Coens' more acidic characters ever made. He dispenses F-
bombs like they were Pez and does not like his former employer's secrets in the hands 
of a guy who spends all day working on housewives' gluts. 

Stars is bound by red-tape and secrecy not to reveal the script's secrets regarding the 
security of Cox's sh*t, but fans of the Coens can expect that what happens to Cox will 
not exactly be filed under what is best for his mental and professional health.  

Linda Litzke 

 

Frances McDormand trades in her Fargo accent and wood chipper crime scene 
for a weight bench and youth-obsessed job at the Hardbodies gym. Linda and 
Chad find themselves in possession of Cox's data, and wrongfully assume that 
they know how to properly ransom it because they watched a few movies on the 
subject. 



The character's eccentric obsessions over love, appearance and profession, 
and her and Chad's "good cop, dumb cop" antics, make her one of the Coen's 
best characters. 
 

Harry Pfarrer 

 

Ex-Treasury officer (a big maybe on that one) and married man, Clooney's 
Harry is one goofy bastard. And judging by what we have glimpsed in the 
trailers so far, that's a compliment. 

When he is not courting ladies not his wife via internet dating services, Harry 
spends most of his time blissfully ignorant to the events revolving around Cox's 
data, Cox's wife and Linda's ransom demands. 

Above content based on: http://www.ign.com/articles/2008/08/27/cast-of-characters-burn-after-

reading 

2. Could you briefly describe the plot? 

See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burn_After_Reading 

3. What do you think are the major themes of this film? 

More interesting facts: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burn_After_Reading 

The Coen brothers said idiocy was a major central theme of Burn After Reading; Joel said 
he and his brother have "a long history of writing parts for idiotic characters" and described 
Clooney and Pitt's characters as "dueling idiots." Burn After Reading is the third Coen 
brothers film for Clooney (O Brother, Where Art Thou? and Intolerable Cruelty), who 
acknowledged that he usually plays a fool in their movies: "I've done three films with them 
and they call it my trilogy of idiots." Joel said after the last scene was shot, "George said: 
'OK, I've played my last idiot!' So I guess he won't be working with us again." Clooney 
returned to act in another Coen brothers film, Hail, Caesar! 

Pitt, who plays a particularly unintelligent character, said of his role, "After reading the part, 
which they said was hand-written for myself, I was not sure if I should be flattered or 
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insulted."[17] Pitt also said when he was shown the script, he told the Coens he did not know 
how to play the part because the character was such an idiot: "There was a pause, and 
then Joel goes...'You'll be fine'."  

During a fall movie preview, Entertainment Weekly wrote that Malkovich "easily racks up 
the most laughs" among the cast as the foul-mouthed and short-tempered ex-CIA man. The 
first scene Malkovich performed was a phone call in which he shouts several obscenities at 
Pitt and McDormand. But Malkovich could not be on the sound stage for the call because 
he was rehearsing a play, so he called in the lines from his apartment in Paris. Regarding 
the scene, Malkovich said, "It was really late at night and I was screaming at the top of my 
lungs. God knows what the neighbors thought." Swinton plays Malkovich's wife who 
engages in an affair with Clooney, although the two characters do not get along well. 
Clooney's and Swinton's characters also had a poor relationship in their previous film 
together, Michael Clayton, prompting Clooney to say to Swinton at the end of a shoot, 
"Well, maybe one day we'll get to make a film together when we say one nice thing to each 
other." Swinton said of the dynamic, "I'm very happy to shout at him on screen. It's great 
fun."  

Swinton described Burn After Reading as "a kind of monster caper movie," and said of the 
characters, "All of us are monsters – like, true monsters. It's ridiculous." She also said, "I 
think there is something random at the heart of this one. On the one hand, it really is bleak 
and scary. On the other, it is really funny. ... It's the whatever-ness of it. You feel that at any 
minute of any day in any town, this could happen." Malkovich said of the characters, "No 
one in this film is very good. They're either slightly emotional or mentally defective. Quirky, 
self-aggrandizing, scheming.” Pitt said the cast did little ad-libbing because the script was 
so tightly written and wove so many overlapping stories together. Veteran actor Richard 
Jenkins said the Coen brothers asked him if he could lose weight for his role as the gym 
manager, to which Jenkins jokingly replied, "I'm a 60-year-old man, not Brad Pitt. My body 
isn't going to change."  

Joel Coen said the sex machine built by Clooney's character was inspired by a machine he 
once saw a key grip build, and by another machine he saw in the Museum of Sex in New 
York City. 
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